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ABSTRACTS

The Rever∞of Anti一鲫cial BehaviO璐and Social Preferences：An Experimental Stlldy (4)

Liu Lu

(coffege Q厂&D加mics，劢咖口增‰讹瑙妙，舶哆危ou 310027，C肠m)

Abstract：Unlike the prosocial behaviors and preferences which are widely studied，the anti—social be—

haviors and preferences are never drawn sumeient attention as much as the fomler．With a modi6ed two mund

dictator game，this article explores the distribution of social preferences and anti—social preferences under orig—

inal position，the changes between two stages and the reasons．The experiment results show that most exami-

nees ped'0瑚obvious social preferences，while few examinees ped’0m spite preference．However，the demands

fbr such behavior increase significantly after examinees are hurt，no matter the tendency or the order of behav．

iors．Both the social preference theory and the intention recipmcal theory fail to explain the changes of this be—

havior distribution while emotion intIDducing can provide a more direct explanation．The paper indicates that it

is no accident that the anti—social behaviors occur，releasing complaints because feeling urd址mess is a kind of

direct motivation．It means that paying attention to the emotion motivations like social relief value should be the

optimal candidate fbr policy—makers．

Key words：social preferences；anti—social behaViors；unfaimess；spite

Omcial Substitlltion，Nature of Pr叩er时磁ght and Enterpri辩s Tax AVoidance (14)

Yu Wenchao，Li Shu，Yuan Yan

(50ut^叫船抛m‰沈耶i￡y Q厂见nnMe ond＆o加m妇，饥e愕du 6l 1130，C胁m)

Abstract：Previous 1itemtures have studied the ta)【avoidance caused by ente叩rises political connections，

but they neglect the impacts of macro political environment changes on enterprises tax aVoidance．This article

looks into the relation between macro political environment changes and enterprises tax avoidance with the sam-

ple of A—share listed companies from 2003 to 2011，and compares the dif玷rences in the relationship between

state—owned 1isted companies and private listed companies．The results suggest that omciaLl substitution has sig—

ni6cantly negative efkct on ente印rises tax avoidance， and the better the legal enVimnment， the weaker the

ef．fect．The results of the sub—sample tests show that，for private listed eompanies，the improVement of 1egal

environment weakens the negative relationship between omcial substitution and enterprises ta)【avoidance．Com-

pared with the new omcial from local citv，the negative efkct of the new o伍cial substitution from other cities is

more distinct on enterp打ses tax avoidance．Meanwhile，the efkct dif玷rences mentioned above do not exist in

state—owned listed companies．The paper also eliminates the possible effbct of omcial substitution on enterpri-

ses tax avoidance through the channels of”credit expansion”and”tax competition”．It not only pmVides em—

pirical evidence for the e能ct of city一1evel omcial substitution on enterprises ta】【avoidance，but also sheds

lights on the refo珊0f ta】【collection and management．

Key words：omcial substitution；political connection；enterprises ta)【aVoidance
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(GMⅡn曲M口如埘S如ooZ，劢咖口凡g‰i秽e耶妙，讹增抗o“3 10008，傩iM)

Abstract：When the judge decides the case facts by the rule of thumb，he always faLlls prey to cognitive

bias，which can be pI．oved by the court verdict of Xu Shoulan vs．Peng Yu．Experimental I℃searches also pmve

that experience corollary，as a kind of thinking activity，is restricted to two types of cognitive bias，that is repr—

esentativeness heuristic and hindsight bias，because the judge is a no珊al people．To improVe experience coIDl·

lary，it is necessary to intI-0duce the perspectiVe of no瑚al people into the judicial system，train the judges with

statistics and decision—making theory to aVoid the innuences of representatiVeness heuristic，and use the labor

diVision and cooperation system to aVoid the innuences of hindsight bias．

Key words：experience coIDllary；cognitive bias；representativeness heudstic；hindsight bias

Law—abimng Behavior from the Mlllti_di∞ipUnary Pers耻!ctiVe：

On the CogIlitiVeIy EffectiVe IIIterface Optimization in Automatic Law—abidingne豁 (33)

Wang“n曲a01，Ge Yan2，Qin Yulin2

(1．GM口，动妣如训&^ooZ，劢咖愕跏娩瑙渺，舶孵^ou 310008，吼i眦；2．饥舭￡e旷A厅口蒯肌啪凡渺，
S危口昭^口i肋o￡ong‰i睨耶妙，．s地，劬oi 200030，劬i眦)

Abstract：This paper brieny Ieviews the history of the classical theo而es of law—abidingness and summari-

zes different models of law—abidinglless fmm a multi—disciplinary perspective．Most classical theories and multi

—disciplinary experimental researches of law—abidingness presuppose the”11lle—following” concept， which

neglects the automatic law—abidingness mechanism of”acting in accordance with a Iule”，which is renected in

the automatic law—abidingness model of cognitive psychology appI‘oach．The cognitively effective interface

(CEI)of law can help people to bring about law—abidingness en’ectiVely with low cost．This automatic law—

abidingness model not only extends people7s understanding of the whole process of law—abidingness，but also

helps legislators and executors to better understand the mutual infbrences among each incentiVe in the law—

abidingness decision，and facilitates people7s law—abiding behavior by using cognitive inteIface optimization．

Key words：automatic law—abidingness；cognitiVely efkctiVe interface(CEI)；sociology of law；law and

cognitive—behavioral science

CognitiOn about Exchange Faime蟠锄d Neuro辩ience R姻明rch鹤 (44)

Wu Xuyang

(如叫Jsc矗ooZ，艇。舭n跏溉坩谚y，刚n批凡361005，劬i眦)
Abstract：Faimess principle is a foundational principle of China7s civil law，which is applied widely to

judicial practice in China today．Faimess can be classi6ed to revenge faimess，distributive faimess and ex-

change faimess．Statistic analysis shows that the key point of faimess p^nciple in judicial practice is exchange

faimess．This paper explains the exchange faimess from physiolo百cal cognition based on new theories and a-

chievements of cognitive behavior and neumscience， and presumes that the key neumcognition of exchange

faimess is insular lobe．Combining with the human evolution and the development of law history，the paper

concludes the important status of exchange faimess in the human history．

Key words：faimess principle；exchange faimess；judicature；cognitive neuroscience；evolutionary

Spatial Diffbren6ation，Rjsk Resonance and the Fo珊ation of¨Network Violence¨：

Ta心ng the Networ“ng in TraI塔fo堋：Iing Cllina嬲the Analysis Backgro岫d

Jiang Fangbing

(P口啊＆^ooZ矿cPC矿讹哗危o“讹n如咖口Z Comm池e，舶哔五oⅡ310024，饥in口)

(52)
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ABSTRACTS

Abstract：Gmup interaction perspective provides important intellectual resources in tlle analysis of net—

work group phenomenon like”network violence”．HoweVer，this perspectiVe ignores the transboundary factors

of network actions like subiect qualitv and social back#即und，which leads to the unilateralism of related stud—

ies．So，many researchers want to search a more comprehensive analysis perspectiVe to study．Under the back—

ground of networking，when transf0珊ing China accelerates interconnection，social space is dif玷rentiated into

”present space”and”absent space”，and”system—stllJcture”risk and”techn0109y—society”risk are fomed．

In the perspective of risk sociaJ theory，the”network violence” occur recently is actually a dynamic process，

in which the two risks overlap，resonate and difhse because of the netizen 7{即up interaction，and the risk I．e-

sults are extended and spread．Understanding this issue deeply is the important fbundation that goVemances”

network violence” effectively．

Key words：network violence；social transf0硼ation；networking；spatial diH．erentiation；risk resonance

Compari∞n of Elderly Long—te珊Ca托System：
Renection on the Respo璐ibmties of FaIIlily，Market，and GoVemment (60)

Wang Jing，Zhang“10ng

(Chi棚e Ac口de玎吵矿Soc矧5c诂nces，Be咖ng 100732，Chi舭)

Abstract：The tmditional family care function has been gradually disintegrated in the process of the mar。

ketization．This paper fbcuses on the institutional transition path of the long—te珊care p01icy in westem welfare

state．The liberal countries tend to shift the family care responsibilities to the market，but social policy cannot

bridge the gap of various social demands．The social democmtic countries tend to shift the family care fhnction

to the publie institutions，however，the expenditure“soeial welfare has brought a heavy burden t0 the whole

society．Based on the local practice of elderly care policy in China，the local goVemment prefers to foUow the

eldedv care fhmework of centml govemment，and put fbrth ef}fon to constlllct local eldedy care senrice net—

work，but actually there are stiU system blind zones on family care policy．

Key wOrds：social democracy regime；liberal welfare regime；family care policy

on the PubHc We如re Evolution of Health Care：TaHng the PoHcy Changes of

Rural B嬲ic—level Health Care since the Refom and OpeIling—up in Cllina嬲a Case

Shao Dexing

(69)

(如训sc危ooZ，跣口，动oi‰面e您毋旷觑￡emn勘眦Z Bwin∞s n以＆o加m协，鼽口，咖口i 20 1 620，劬i船)

Abstract：The desalination of the public welfare and the market orientation of health caI．e are considered

as the main perfo珊ances of China7s unsuccessful health care refo瑚．However，the policy analysis shows that，

even in thel990’s，the health care policy in China has not completely abandoned the principle of public wel。

fare．So，what is the source that leads to the evolution of public welfare in the health care practice?What are

the problems and chaUenges that the public welfare retuming facing since the new health care refo珊?This pa—

per intends to take policy changes of mral basic—level health caI℃since the refb咖and opening—up in China as

a CaSe．

Key words：11lral basic—level health care；the evolution of public weⅡ．are；policy change
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The Spa6al Limits of Capital：The Marxist Spatial Cri6cism on Capit蜀Llism (76)

Gao Yulin

(Sc^oof Q厂慨胧曲m，5矗口n曲口i以oDto凡g跏i睨瑙渺，S^血n跏oi 200240，吼in口)

Abstract：Among the contemporary theories of social criticism，the MaD【ist spatial criticism on capitalism
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is the most prof．ound．As an unlimited actiVity of expanding，the expanding of capital production consists of

thIIee dimensions，geographical space，social space and space of thought．A1l these expansions will eventually

be restricted and bounded by the inner limits of the capitalist pIDduction mode，which act as the inevitable

constraint to capitalism in the spatial sphere，namely the spatial limits of capitalism．There are two solutions to

the spatial limits，the self—regulation of c印italism and the replacement of socialist spatial pmduction。7Ihe spa．

tial pI．0duction of capital means the integration of the general and the special，whose efI'ects on socialism are

twof01d．The socialist development of productivity is on the basis of the rational exploitation of the general

strength of capital，and is ineVitably restricted and incriminated by the negative ef玷cts of special capital．

Key words：capital space；spatial 1imits；spatial criticism；MaD【ism；capitalism

From Paradox to UIlity：

Lou’l。lanyu

(5c危ooZ Q厂讹腻厶m，劢咖。昭‰i抛瑙毋，讹n舻幻“310028，吼流口)
Abstract：The unity of morality and happiness is the ideal pursuit for human moral life．Morality and hap．

piness are related and pI-erequisite to each other．The relationship between momlity and happiness is and

should be uni6ed．However， the phenomenon of the paradox of the two has been being paid more attention

though the unity of it remains widespread．It is the weaknes8es of humanitv and the lack of social condition that

lead出e separation．In addjtion，the objectiVe 1aws of human cognition being fbm incomplete to complete also

play an important role in that th导agreement on unity needs a cognitive process．It is a feasible way to promote

the unity of morality and happiness by 69hting against the weaknesses of humanity，ordering the social policies

and developing the citizenship education．

1(ey words：morality；happiness；relationship

happiness；unity of morality and happiness

between morality and happiness； pamdox of morality and

EnViro啪entaI Co删mllIlication and Eco—civilization Co璐trIlction in Rural Are嬲 (89)

Ren Chunxiao

(Z托砌啊&^ooZ矿Ⅳi愕60肘unic咖Z CDmm妇e，M昭60 3 15012，C^i凡口)

Abstract：Rural environmental communication closely connects wml the eco—civjlizatjon constⅢction in

mral areas，and presents three characteristics．The fo兀ns of communication are various and the emciencv of o卜

ganizational communication is Very stmng．The audiences are multiply di珏brentiated，and di伍erent gmups have

obVious dif粘rences．The work is too complicated so that it must be combined centralization and decentraliza．

tion．EnVironmental communication plays an imponant role in 11lral eco—civilization constmction because of its

unique contents and innuences．Facing a variety of real situation， such as the public 7s awareness of environ．

mental protection is relatiVely weak， abmpt environment afhirs are improperly disposed， the environmental

一曲ts procec“on of the Vi儿agers is incomplete，and the ability of 11lral environmental communication needs to

be improVed，and so on．It needs to attach the importance to the mode refo硼of mmI environment communica．

tlon and strategy promotion， pay more attention to the cultivation of rational audience， play aU advantages to

promote media conVe唱ence，remoVe the surface phenomenon and identify key issues．

Key words：new era；eco—ciVilization contmction；mral envimnmental communication：discuss

The Di∞ourse硒ght of EcoIogical Etllics、】lrith Cllinese CharacteristicS

Zhou Guan铲un，Wang Li)(ia

(96)
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ABSTRACTS

(Z埘谊愕sci一￡ec^‰如e璐渺，协孵砌M 310018，劬i№)

Abstract：For many years， the discourse right of ec0109ical ethics has always been dominated by the

West．and the researches f而m domestic sch01ars are often on the basis of the researches in the West，both in

methods and contents。and rarelv fbcus on the ecological ethics discourse in China7s traditional culture．Actual—

ly，a virtual discourse right of ec0109ical ethic in China has not been fomed．1'11is paper tries to discuss the

thoughts about ecolo百cal ethics in China7s traditional culture f而m the cultural perspectiVe，explores tmditional

discourse resources of ecological ethics like Confhcian，Taoists，Buddhism and so on，draws on the constlllc—

tion experience f而m the West，and explores the related issues about the discourse right constmction of ecologi—

cal ethics with Chinese characteristics combining with the theme of beautiful China construction．

Key words：ec0109ical ethics；Chinese characteristics；discourse right；China’s traditional culture

The Spidtual Characteristi璐and Fo嗽IIlfIue眦es of E嬲t Zhejiang Sch∞l：On the Simnarities

and Diffe阳nces of the Re西。腑l Cultllres锄ong E嬲t Zhejiang，Hu】|【iang and Lingnan (1 00)

Fang Tbngyi，Chen Zhendiang

(c0ZfegE矿肌l聊蠡m，M昭60‰眈巧妙，Ⅳin96D 315211，饥ino)

Abstract：The culture，academy，spiritual characteristics and the people7s real l证．e in one re舀on are of-

ten the whole continuity．Comparing the three regional cultures of East Zhejiang School culture with the Hux—

iang culture and Lingnan culture，this paper expounds the pmgmatic and rational characteristics of East Zhe—

jiang School，and takes Ningbo，the core region of the East Zhejiang School culture，as an example，deeply

discusses its folk efkcts characterized by stressing on the industry and commerce，upholding leaming and en—

coumging goodness．

Key words：regional culture；East Zhejiang School；Huxiang culture；Lingnan culture

Re、，iew on the Researches of Song Lian in L嬲t H岫dred Years

WangKun，Jin Xiaogang

(107)

(co如眇矿如ttJ口以Po胁如of scie船es，劢咖口昭Ⅳor，凇Z‰i钾瑙渺，以n^眦321004，现i胍)

Abstract：Song Lian is a famous w打ter，historian，educator and thinker between Yuan and Ming Dynas-

ties．There emerge a large number of academic achievements about the researches of Song Lian during recent

hundred years．In tenlls of the time and progress，the academic achievements can be divided into three stages．

Before 1980，for the 6rst stage，the studies mostly introduce Song Lian7s life and曲ng肪昭玩昭M口S危e愕
m￡．From 1980 to 2000，for the second stage，the researches concentmte on Song Lian7s poems，with signi6一

cant achievements．Since 2000，for the third stage，the research respective，methods and historical data exca—

vation get beyond before．Through reviewing the researches of Song“an，it may be helpful to correct the ori百。

nal eITors and seek new academic gmwth points．

Key wOrIls：Song Lian；hundred years；reView

I舢ds明pe蹦ntiI骖“’hImges”舳d”Utte躺” (116)

Zhou Yi

(C02fege矿HMmⅡni￡协。蒯jnfemot幻胞f Ed∽口砌n，zh咖口粥‰讹n蚵矿Sc搪nce&乳chn02嗍，‰哆hou
310009，吼in口)

Abstract：Mostly，Chinese landscape paintings present the I℃sults of the painters7 comprehension of Tao。

ism and Zen by fhme stylized image(”images”)and the inscription of the seal(”utterances”)which renect

their talents．And the images of landscape paintings of Taoism and Zen include enlightenments of snow，the

160



fbITy image and escaping image of Taoyuan or cottages．Landscape pain“ngs
7

insc—p“on is often used with high

f}equency with”Kong”，the description of the Taoist behaViors，the worshiping of Zhuangzi，to interpret the

meanings of Taoism and Zen．

Key words：landscape paintings；Taoism；Zen；utterances

Enlighte咖ents of The Co删mercial Pre鼹(1897一1949)to Clline∞Modem PublisMng IIld砸try(122)

Liu Yang

(劢咖。昭Soc剃5c抬w∞，砌哆矗ou 310025，铂i腿)
Abstrsct：The Commercial Press has great s唔nificances and profound effbcts for Chinese modem publish—

ing industry．Under the complex conditions of the 6rst half of the 20th century，the Commercial Press fhUy

demonstI．ated the tenacity and courage of a priVate publishing enterprise．It grew into a vast publishing empire

in a short time，and dominated the publishing world fbr decades．In the process of studying the rich historical

data，not only the original hopes and enthusiasm of the publishing culture can be f．0und，but also the wisdom

and enlightenments can be leamed．

Key words：The Commercial Press；Zhang Yuanji；publishing industry；enlightenment

On the Intemational Fi的ncial Crisis Conta西on Theory：From the Perspective of Epidemiolo科(130)

Pang Xiaobo，Wang Shanshan，Wang Keda

(日淞in∞s coZfege，^砌踟溉瑙妙，劬ongc^“n 130012，吼iM)

Abstract：Nearly half a century，the phenomenon of 6nancial crisis f}om one country spreading to other

countries has been no丌Ilalized and complicated，its inf宅ctivity studies have a series of pmgress．In the view of

epidemiology，this paper sorts out the researches on the infbctivity of 6nancial crisis，and studies the related

literatures f而m four aspects，including the source of infection，routes of infection，vulnerable groups and im—

munity．On the basis of this study， it considers the theoIy of epidemiology can better explain the fo丌Ilation

process and the counte瑚easures of 6nancial crises which has guiding signi6cance in the theoretical level and

has refbrence value at the practical level．

Key words：6nancial crisis；contagion；immunity；SIR

A Thinker Is the InValuable Tre嬲ure of the Nation：

Commemorating the 1 00th Birthday Of Guzhun

Yu Keping

(＆凡￡mZ comp抛幻n&‰瑚缸砌几BurenM，Be彬几g 100032，吼in口)

(151)
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投稿网页：http：伽n^呲zjsM．gov．cn，zjshkx，index．jhtmI
广告经营许可证号：33000040001069

印 刷：浙江海虹彩色印务有限公司

出版日期：2015年8月15日

地址：杭州市省府2号楼

电话：0571—87053204

邮编：310025
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